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An innovation in bodyshop management, 
for greater efficiency and workflow streamlining

A next-generation bodyshop management 
solution – Audatex PlanManager, provides an
innovative approach where small adjustments 
and a focus on precision make all the difference.

Designed by bodyshop experts, PlanManager is 
cloud-based, feature rich and mobile. Giving 
bodyshop owners and managers a new perspective 
on their business. Enabling them to transform current 
processes and create smooth running, optimised 
workflows to maximise throughput with quicker 
turnaround times and minimal delays.

PlanManager connects the industry in a safe, secure 
and responsive way through seamless integration with 
claims systems, communication portals, estimatics, 
dealership management systems, paint scales and 
accounting packages.

Through continuous, iterative development with 
monthly release cycles, businesses and users are 
never without the latest requirements. Features are 
developed in conjunction with bodyshops to ensure 
improvements are effective, precise and deliver 
solutions for today and tomorrow.



Customers experience a seamless digital
journey during the collection, repair and
delivery of their vehicle. Using real-time
notifications customers can be kept
updated earlier, suppliers can be 
informed of new requirements and 
resources can be adapted to minimise 
the impact on key-to-key times, the cost 
of repair and increase customer satisfaction.  

 

Connected suppliers

Utilised courtesy cars

Paperless, digital journey

Mobile accessibility

Safe, secure data

Uniform and consistent experience

Job role and user specific permissions

Over 7 languages

Multi-site and multi-operational

Web-based

Generate more work

Improved key-to-key cycle time

High levels of customer satisfaction

Empowered staff

Resource management diary

Built-in 2-way SMS and Email service

Courtesy car event and cost administration

Parts and stock procurement and controlling

Satisfaction surveys and event driven checklists

3 Android tablet apps (Repair tasks, Vehicle handovers
and Damage inspections)
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Creating a seamless, 
digital customer journey, 
giving you the ability to 
deliver on your promises 
across the whole vehicle 
repair cycle


